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Abstract. A major problem when conducting mining fuzzy association rules from the database

(DB) is the large computation time and memory needed. In addition, the selection of fuzzy sets for

each attribute of the database is very important because it will affect the quality of the mining rule.

This paper proposes a method for mining fuzzy association rules using compressed database. We also

use the approach of Hedge Algebra (HA) to build the membership function for attributes instead of

using the normal way of fuzzy set theory. This approach allows us to explore fuzzy association rules

through a relatively simple algorithm which is faster in terms of time, but it still brings association

rules which are as good as the classical algorithms for mining association rules.

Keywords. Data mining, association rules, compressed transactions, knowledge discovery, hedge

algebras

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the fast development of technologies has made the collecting and storing abilities of

information systems quickly increase. Moreover, the computerization of the production, sales and

many other activities has created a huge amount of data needed for storage. There have been so many

very large databases among millions of records used in the aforementioned activities. This boom has

led to an urgent demand that is necessary to apply new techniques and tools in order to extract huge

amounts of data to useful knowledge. Therefore, data mining techniques have attracted a great deal

of attention in the field of information technology.

Mining association rules have been under active research and have brought many good results

[1–4]. The authors have come up with many solutions to reduce the time taken to exploit the rules,

such as mining association rules in parallel, using compression solutions dealing with binary database.

However, in this field, there are still many issues that need further investigation and resolution.

Recently, the compression algorithm using binary data in the database to provide a good solution

can reduce storage space requirements and data processing time. Jia-Yu Dai suggested an algorithm

named M2TQT [5]. The basic idea of this algorithm is: adjacent transactions will be merged to form

a new transaction. As a result, a new database which has the smaller size is created and can reduce

the data processing time as well as the storage space. In [5], the experiment results showed that the

M2TQT performed better than existing methods. However, this algorithm can just be applied to

binary database.

Fuzzy data processing to explore the data in the fuzzy association rules is mainly based on the

fuzzy set theory as shown in [1,2,6]. In the past, the algorithms using fuzzy set theory when building
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the membership functions of attribute face many difficulties. However, people nowadays show more

interest in this construction. If you build a strong FB (Fuzzy Baseset of membership functions), the

next data mining hopes to bring the best results (shown in [7]). The construction of this function

requires a satisfaction of several criteria:

1) The number of MFs per variable is moderate.

2) MFs are distinguishable, i.e. two MFs do not present the same or almost the same linguistic

meaning.

3) Each MF is normal. An MF is normal if it has membership value 1 at least at one point of

domain values

4) Domain values are strongly covered. At least one MF receives a membership value β (where

β > 0) at any point of domain values.

For the fuzzy set theory, it is not entirely easy [8]. For HA, due to the linguistic variable values

form a partition on the value domain, we can easily create membership functions on the basis of the

following: likelihood of one element in a fuzzy set can be determined based on the distance from that

element to the quantitative semantic value of the fuzzy set (where the fuzzy set is an element of HA,

for example ”young”, ”very old”..); the smaller the distance is, the greater the degree has. Methods

in [9, 10] applying HA in solving the problem of mining the association rules have been proposed in

order to overcome disadvantages of the fuzzy set theory. Specifically, to construct the membership

function when using the fuzzy logic, the researchers determine the degree of membership of the value

in the database instead of subjectively selecting a membership function (the form of an isosceles

triangle is usually taken). However, HA approach selects the values of the database through distance

values to quantified semantic value. Quantified semantic values are determined from the beginning

when the parameters of HA are determined. The authors in [9] consider the range of values Dom(A)
of fuzzy properties as a HA. Each x ∈Dom(A) corresponds to an element y in HA (using the inverse

function in HA). This method is simple, but such mapping may cause the information loss. The

method in can solve this problem by determining the distance of x to quantitative semantic values

of the two closest elements of x to both sides, and other elements are considered to zero. Therefore,

each value of x gives us a pair of values to save instead of just one value.

To improve the efficiency of mining association rules, in this article we propose a new method of

mining the fuzzy association rules based on the HA and using compressed transactions. With this

approach, adjacent transactions are merged into a new transaction which can reduce the vertical size

of input database. Experiments proved that this proposed method offers better results compared to

other available methods.

The paper is organized as follows: The basic concepts of association rules and HA are reviewed

in section 2; Mining fuzzy association rules based on HA; compressed database and the mining of

fuzzy association rules according to compressed database are described in section 3; Result analysis

in section 4 shows the performance of the proposed algorithm and fuzzy Apriori algorithm based on

FAM95 database.
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2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1. Association rules

Let I = I1, I2, , Im be a set of items. Let D , the task-relevant data, be a set of database transactions

where each transaction T is a set of items, such is T ⊆ I . Each transaction is associated with an

identifier, called TID [11].

Definition 2.1 ( [4]) An association rule has the form of X ⇒ Y , where X ⊂ I , Y ⊂ I , and X ∩Y =
;.

Two important measures of association rule are support(s) and confidence(c) defined in [4].

Definition 2.2 ( [4]) The support of association rule X ⇒ Y is the probability that X ∪ Y exists
in a transaction in the database D .

support (X ⇒ Y ) = P (X ∪Y ) =
(n (X ∪Y ))

N
(1)

Definition 2.3 ( [4]) The confidence of the association rule X ⇒ Y is the probability that X ∪Y
exists given that a transaction contains X , i.e.

confidence (X ⇒ Y ) = P
�

X

Y

�

=
(n (X ∪Y ))

n (Y )
(2)

Where: n (X ) is the number of transactions, including X , N is the total of transaction database.

Mining the association rules of the database is finding all of the rules that have the degree of

support and confidence greater than degree of support Min_sup and confidence Min_conf determined

by the available user.

In fuzzy association rules, the degree of support of a fuzzy range sk belonging to xi is defined as

follows:

F S (A(sk )
(xi )) =

1

N

N
∑

j=1

µxi
sk

�

d xi
j

�

(3)

And the reliability of a fuzzy range s1, s2,..,sk of items x1, x2, . . . ,xk , respectively is:

F S
�

Ax1
s1

, Ax2
s2

, . . . , Axk
k

�

=
1

N

N
∑

j=1

min
�

µx1
s1

�

d x1
j

�

,µx2
s2

�

d x2
j

�

, . . . ,µxk
sk

�

d xk
j

��

(4)

Where xi is i t h item, s j is fuzzy range belonging to item i t h , N is the total of transactions in the

database, µ
xi
sk

�

d xi
j

�

is the membership degree of the value at the i t h column, row j into the fuzzy

set sk .

2.2. Hedge algebras

Let X be a linguistic variable and X be a set of its terms, called a term-domain of X. E.g. if X is

the rotation speed of an electrical motor and linguistic hedges used to describe its speed are Very,

More, Possibly, Little, denoted correspondingly for short by V , M , P and L , then X = –fast, V fast,
M fast, L P fast, L fast, P fast, L slow, slow, P slow, V slow, ...˝ ∪ 000, W , 1 is a term-domain of X . It
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can be considered as an abstract algebra AX = (X , C , H , ≤), where H is a set of linguistic hedges,

which can be regarded as one-argument operations, ≤ is called a semantics-based ordering relation

on X and WWW , 0, 1 is a set of constants in X with fast and slow being primary terms of X and WWW , 0, 1
being additional elements in X interpreted as the neutral, the least and the greatest ones, respectively.
Denote by hx the result of applying an h ∈H to x ∈ X and by H (x ) the set of all u ∈ X generated

algebraically from x by using hedges in H , i.e. H (x ) = u ∈ X : u = hn . . . h1 x , h1, . . . , hn ∈H . As

pointed out in [12–15], the elements in terms-domain can be ordered, based on their meaning, which

is expressed by means of a semantics-based relation by the following way (see [1, 9, 10]):

It is natural that there is a demand to transform fuzzy sets defined on a real interval [a , b ],

which represents the meaning of terms in a term-domain X , into [a , b ] or, for normalization, into

[0, 1]. This defines a mapping of the term-domain X into [0, 1], called in the algebraic approach a

semantically quantifying mapping (SQM). Now, we take these mappings in mind to define a notion

of fuzziness measure. Let us consider a mapping f from X into [0, 1], which preserves the ordering

relation on X . Then, the ”size” of the set H (x ), for x ∈ X , can be measured by the diameter of

f (H (x )) ⊆ [0, 1]. That is that this diameter will be considered as a fuzzy measure of the term x .

Taking this model of fuzziness measure in mind, we may adopt the following definition:

Let AX = (X , C , H ,≤) be a linear H A. An fm : X → [0, 1] is said to be a fuzzy measure of terms

in X if:

fm1) f m (c −) + f m (c +) = 1 and
∑

h∈H
f m (h u ) = f m (u ), for all u ∈ X .

fm2) f m (x ) = 0, for all x such that H (x ) = {x }. Especially, f m (000) = f m (WWW ) = f m (111) = 0;

fm3) ∀x , y ∈ X , ∀h ∈ H ,
f m (h x )
f m (x ) =

f m (h y )
f m (y ) , that is, it does not depend on specific elements and,

therefore, is called the fuzziness measure of h , denoted by µ(h ).

The condition in fm1) and fm2) is intuitively evident. fm3) seems also natural: the relative effect

of h is the same, i.e. this proportion does not depend on the terms that h applies to.

The characteristics f m (x ) v µ(h ) as following:

f m (h x ) =µ(h ) f m (x ),∀x ∈ X , (5)
p
∑

i=−q ,i 6=0

f m (hi c ) = f m (c ), with c ∈ {c −, c +}, (6)

p
∑

i=−q ,i 6=0

f m (hi x ) = f m (x ), (7)

(
∑

i=−1

−q )µ(hi ) =α and
p
∑

i=1

µ(hi ) =β , with α,β > 0 and α+β = 1. (8)

Signal function: Sign : X →{−1, 0, 1} is recursively defined as following [16]:

With k , h ∈ H , c ∈ {c −, c +}, sign (c +) = +1 and sign (c −) = 1,{h ∈ H +|sign (h ) = +1} and

{h ∈H −|sign (h ) = 1}.
sign (h c ) = +sign (c ) if h is positive for c and

sign (h c ) =−sign (c ) if h is negative for c . sign (h c ) = sign (h )× sign (c )
sign (k h x ) = +sign (h x ) if k is positive for h (sign (k , h ) = +1) and
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sign (k h x ) =−sign (h x ) if k is negative for h (sign (k , h ) = +1)
∀x ∈H (G ) can be written as x = hm . . . h1c with c ∈G and h1, . . . , hm ∈H . Then:

sign (x ) =sign (hm , hm −1)× . . .× sign (h2, h1)× sign (h1)× s i g n (c ), (9)

(sign (h x ) = +1)⇒(h x ≥ x ) and (sign (h x ) = 1)⇒ (h x ≤ x ). (10)

Suppose that preset fuzzy measure of the hedges µ(h ) and values of fuzzy measure of the gener-

ating elements f m (c −), f m (c +) and θ is the neutral element.

The function of quantification semantics ν of T is set up recursively as follows [16]:

ν(W ) = f m (c −),ν(c −) = θ −α f m (c −) =β f m (c −),

ν(c +) = θ +α f m (c +) = 1−β f m (c +) (11)

ν(h j x ) = ν(x ) + sign (h j x ){
j
∑

i=sign ( j )

f m (h j )−ω(h j x ) f m (h j x )} (12)

ω(h j x ) =
1

2

�

1+ sign (h j x )sign (hp h j x )(β −α)
�

∈ {α,β}, j ∈ {[−q p ], j 6= 0}

3. MINING FUZZY ASSOCIATION RULES BASED ON HEDGE ALGEBRA

In this section, we propose a new method of fuzzy database compression based on the HA approach.

Transaction database is compressed based on the distance of transactions. Moreover, we build the

quantification table in order to reduce the numbers of candidate itemsets. Finally, we propose a new

algorithm of mining association rule based on compressed database.

3.1. Hedge algebra approach to the problem of association rules [9, 10]

On HA approach, the membership function values of each database value are calculated as shown

below:

First, the attribute value of each fuzzy domain is regarded as a HA. Instead of building a mem-

bership function of the fuzzy set, a quantitative semantic value is used to determine the degree of

membership value in any row in fuzzy sets defined above.

Step 1: Standardize values ??of the fuzzy attribute between [0, 1].

Step 2: Consider the fuzzy range s j of the attribute xi as an element of HA AX i

Then, any value d xi
j of xi lies between any two quantification semantic values of 2 elements of

AX i and the distance between d xi
j and quantification semantic value of the closest element to d xi

j

of the two sides may be to determine the closeness level of d xi
j in the fuzzy range (two elements of

that HA). Closeness level between d xi
j and other elements of HA are determined as 0. In order to

determine the last level of membership, we have to standardize (transfer of the value between [0, 1],
then we have 1 minus that standardized distance). We will have a pair of membership levels for each

value d xi
j . In summary, we can determine the membership degree of the attribute xi into the fuzzy

range s j as: µs j
(d xi

j ) = 1−|ν(s j )−d xi
j |, with ν(s j ) is quantitative semantics value of the element Sj .

3.2. Relationship of Transaction Distance [5]

Based on the distance of transactions, we can merge the transactions which have the adjacent distance

in order to form a transaction group; as a result, we have a new database with a smaller size.
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The definition of transaction relationship and transaction distance relationship as below:

(1) Transactional relationship: The two transactions T 1, T 2 are considered to be related to

each other if T 1 is the subset of T 2 or T 1 is the superset of T 2.

(2) Transactional distance relationship: Distance relationship between two transactions is the

number of different items.

Example: Preset 3 transactions T 1 = {B = 0.9; C = 0.86; D = 0.43}, T 2 = {A = 0.65; C =
0.55; D = 0.75}, T 3 = {A = 0.65; B = 0.23; C = 0.82; D = 0.94}, then, the distance between T 1 and

T 2 is D(T 1−T 2) = 2, distance between T 2 and T 3 is D(T 2−T 3) = 1.

3.3. Quantification table

TID Transactions
100 {A = 0.3; B = 0.2; C = 0.6; D = 0.2; E = 0.5;}
200 {C = 0.4; D = 0.7; E = 0.2;}
300 {A = 0.5; C = 0.3; D = 0.4;}

Table 1: Example of database transaction

To reduce the numbers of candidate itemsets, there should be more information to eliminate the

itemset which is not frequent set. Quantification table is built to save this information when each

transaction is under handling. The items appear in the transaction need to be sorted by lexicograph-

ical. First, we start at the left item and it is called the prefix of the item. After that, the length of

the input transaction (n) is computed and the number of items taken note in the transaction depends

on the length of the transaction: TL n , TL (n − 1), . . . , TL 1. Quantification table includes of items,

in which each TL i contains one item prefix and its support value. Table 2 is the qualification table

built for database in Table 1.

For example, transaction TID = 100 has the value {A = 0.3; B = 0.2; C = 0.6; D = 0.2; E = 0.5}.
Transaction 100 has the length n = 5, with prefix A, value from TL 5 to TL 1, it is increased by 0.3 (at

the beginning, it is 0). Therefore A = 0.3 appears in each TL i , with I = 5 . . . 1. With the prefix B , the

value from TL 4 to TL 1, it is increased by 0.2 (at the beginning, it is 0), so B = 0.2 appears in each TL i ,

with I = 4 . . . 1. C , D and E are treated similarly. Then, transaction T I D = 200 having the value

of {C = 0.4; D = 0.7; E = 0.2} is treated, qualification table has the value C = 1.0 in TL 3, TL 2,and

TL 1; D = 0.9 in TL 2, TL 1; E = 0.7 in TL 1. With the last transaction {A = 0.5; C = 0.3; D = 0.4},
will increase the value from A = 0.3 to A = 0.8 in TL 3, TL 2, and TL 1; C=1 to C=1.3 in TL 2 and

TL 1; D = 0.9 to D = 1.3 in TL 1.

TTT L5 TLTLTL 4 TLTLTL 3 TLTLTL 2 TLTLTL 1

A = 0.3 A = 0.3 A = 0.8 A = 0.8 A = 0.8
B = 0.2 B = 0.2 B = 0.2 B = 0.2

C = 1.0 C = 1.3 C = 1.3
D = 0.9 D = 1.3

E = 0.7

Table 2: Quantification table for the database of Table 3.3.
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3.4. Transaction database compression

Let d represent the relative distance relationship which is initialized to 1. Based on the distances

between transactions, we merge all transactions with distances less than or equal to d in order to

form a new transaction group.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm of compressed transaction

Input: Fuzzy transaction database

Output: Compressed database

The notations of parameters in the algorithm as follows:

3.5. Transaction database compression

Let d represent the relative distance relationship which is initialized to 1. Based on the distances

between transactions, we merge all transactions with distances less than or equal to d in order to

form a new transaction group.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm of compressed transaction

Input: Fuzzy transaction database

Output: Compressed database

The notations of parameters in the algorithm as follows:

M L = {M Lk }: M Lk The transaction group having the length k (the length of a transaction is

the number of items in this transaction)

L = {Lk }: Lk Transaction with the length k
Ti : i t h Transaction in fuzzy database

|Ti |: The length of transaction Ti

Step 1: Read one transaction Ti at a time from fuzzy database

Step 2: Computing the length of the transaction Ti

Step 3: Based on an input transaction, the qualification table is built.

Step 4: Computing the distance between transactions Ti and the transaction group in blocks

M Ln−1, M Ln , M Ln−1. If there is an existence of a transaction group in the blocks M Ln−1, M Ln ,

M Ln−1, the distance to the transaction Ti will be less than or equal to d . Then the transaction Ti

is merged into the relevant transaction group. The old transaction group will be removed.

For example, let d = 1 and two transactions {B = 0.23; C = 0.55; D = 0.75} and {C = 0.82; D =
0.94}. Because the distance between these two transactions is 1, these two transactions merge into

a new transaction group {B = 0.23; C = 1.37; D = 1.69}. This transaction group has the length of 3.

Therefore, this transaction group is given to block M L3. The sign ”=” is used to present the total

of membership degree of the items in the transaction group. With the transaction {B = 0.4; C =
0.5}, distance between {B = 0.23; C = 1.37; D = 1.69} and {B = 0.4; C = 0.5} is 1. Therefore, the

transaction {B = 0.4; C = 0.5} merges into the transaction {B = 0.23; C = 1.37;G = 1.69} to form

a new transaction group. The final transaction group becomes {B = 0.63; C = 1.87;G = 1.69}. The

transaction group {B = 0.23; C = 1.37;G = 1.69} is removed from the block M L3 and the transaction

group {B = 0.63; C = 1.87;G = 1.69} is moved to the block M L3

Step 5: If the transaction Ti is not merged with the transaction group in the blocks M Ln−1, M Ln ,

M Ln+1. Computing the distance between transactions Ti and transactions in the blocks Ln−1, Ln ,

Ln+1. If there is an existence of the transaction Tj so that DTi−Tj
≤ d , merging the transaction Ti

to the transaction Tj in order to form a new transaction group and add more this transaction group

into respective blocks (depending on the length of the transaction group created), and remove the
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transaction Tj in the blocks: Ln−1, Ln , Ln+1. If there is not an existence of any transaction satisfying

the distance d , the transaction Ti will be classified to the block Ln .

Step 6: Repeat 5 above steps until the final transaction is read.

Step 7: Read one transaction Ti at a time from L = {Lk }
Step 8: Computing the length of the transaction Ti : n
Step 9: Computing the distance of the transaction Ti and transaction groups in the blocks M Ln−1,

M Ln , M Ln+1. If there exists a group of transactions with distance less than or equal to the d, the

transaction Ti would merge into the group to create a new transaction group. Based on the length of

the new transaction group, we add this transaction group into the respective blocks: M Ln−1, M Ln ,

M Ln+1, remove the old transaction group in the blocks: M Ln−1, M Ln , M Ln+1, and remove the

transaction Ti in the block Ln .

Step 10: Repeat the step 7, step 8 and step 9 until the final transaction in L = {Lk } is read.

Finally, the obtained compressed database includes L = {Lk }, M L = {M Lk } and quantification

table.

3.6. Fuzzy association rules [9]

Algorithm 2: Fuzzy association rule based on compressed database

The notations of parameters of the algorithm as follows:

N The total number of transactions in the database
m The number of attribute
A j j t h attribute, 1≤j≤m
|A j | The number of HA labels of attribute

R j k HA labels of attribute A j , 1≤ k ≤ |A j |
D (i ) i t h transaction database, 1≤ I ≤N

ν(i )j The value of A j in D (i )

f (i )j k The value of membership degree of ν(i )j with HA label R j k , 0≤ f j k ≤ 1

Sup(R j k ) The degree of support of R j k

Sup The value of support of each frequent ItemSet
Conf Degree of correlation of each frequent ItemSet
Min_sup The available minimum support value
Min_conf Available reliability value
Cr The set of candidate ItemSets with attribute r (ItemSets), 1≤ r ≤m
L r The set of frequent ItemSets is hedge label r (ItemSets), 1≤ r ≤m

The algorithm of mining database based on HA for quantitative value is carried out as follows:

Input: Transaction database D, hedge algebras for the fuzzy attribute, Min_sup and Min_conf
Output: Association rules

Step 1: Convert the quantitative value ν j (i ) of each transaction D (i ), i from 1 to N . For each

attribute A j , if A j is located beyond to one of two both ends (the two maximum and minimum hedge

labels), there will be only one hedge label which agrees with that end; if not, A j will be represented

by two continuous hedge labels which have the smallest values in the field value of A j , each label
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with one of the values which is represented the membership degree f j k (i ) ( j = 1, 2) of A j with that

HA. This membership degree is considered to be the distance between A j and the value represented

for the appropriate hedge label.

Step 2: Carry out the algorithm of compressed transactions (Algorithm 1) while the fuzzy

database obtained in the step 1. As a result of this step, we have the compressed database and

quantification table.

Similar to the Apriori algorithm, we apply the algorithm to the compressed database to create a

frequent ItemSets.

Step 3: Based on the value in T L1 of the quantification table, value in T L1 is the support of

R j k . If Sup (R j k )≥M i n_s up , then Rk j is put into L1.

Step 4: If L1 6= ;, go to the next step; if L1 = ;, the algorithm is ended.

Step 5: The algorithm that builds the frequent itemset of level r from the frequent itemset of level

r −1 by choosing 2 frequent itemsets of level r −1 when these 2 itemsets are different from each other

in only one set. After joining these two itemsets, we have the candidate itemset Cr . Before using

the compressed database to compute the support degree of itemsets in Cr , we can eliminate some

candidates without revising compressed database, based on the value of TL r in the quantification

table.

Step 6: Approve compressed database basing on the formula (4) in order to compute the support

degree of each itemset in Cr . If there is any itemset which has the support degree appropriate with

minimum support, it is taken to L r

Step 7: Follow the next steps and repeat frequent itemsets with greater levels, which are produced

with form (or +1), the frequent itemset S with the item (s1, s2, . . . , st , . . . , sr+1) in Cr+1, 1≤ t ≤ r +1:

(a) According to the form (4), compute the support degree sup(S) of S in the transaction;

(b) If Sup(S )≥Min_sup, then S is taken to L r+1.

Step 8: If L r+1 is null, then the next step is carried out; in contrast, propose r = r + 1, step 6

and step 7 are repeated.

Step 9: Give the association rules from the collected frequent itemset as follows:

For each following feasible association rule: s1∩ . . .∩ sx ∩ sy ∩ . . .∩ sq → sk (k = 1 to q , x = k −1,

y = k +1). The confidence of the rule is computed by following formula:

Conf
�

s1 ∩ . . .∩ sx ∩ sy ∩ . . .∩ sq → sk

�

=
Sup(S/sk )

Sup(S )
(13)

4. RESULT ANALYSIS

The proposed algorithm and the algorithm in [9] are tested by the C# programming language on a

computer with detailed descriptions: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU 1.7GHz, RAM 6GB.

The source of the data is taken from FAM95 database, conducted by the Bureau of the Census

for the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1995. Within all attributes of the database, five are taken for

testing purpose which includes Age, Hours, IncFam, IncHead, and Sex. Where, Age is the age of

Head in years, Hours is the working hours per week, IncFam is family income, IncHead is Head’s

personal income, and Sex is the gender of Head. The Age, Hours, IncFam, and IncHead attributes

are fuzzy attributes. The Sex attribute assigns the value of 0 for female or 1 for male. The number

of records is 63565.

Duration for compressing the above database is 135 seconds. After compression, the number of

transactions obtained is 2402. With 60% confidence, testing results on the two algorithms: Hedge
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Figure 1: The experiment result of FAM95
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Figure 2: With and without using a quantification table

algebra based- fuzzy association rule method in [9] and Hedge algebra based- fuzzy compressed

database method are shown in the graphs below. The computation results prove that our method

offers a better result than the one in [9]. Moreover, the value of obtaining frequent itemsets is the

same as itemsets without database compression in [9].

The dataset FAM95 is used to run our algorithm and the algorithm in [9]. Let the average size of

the potentially large itemset be 5 for the minimum supports 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, and 30%, and

compare our algorithm with the algorithm in [9]. As a result, our algorithm’s performance is much

better. As shown in Figure 1, when the minimum support is 5%, the execution time of the algorithm

without compressing transaction is about 28 times on our approach.

As being seen in Figure 2, the performance of using a quantification table is better than without

using it.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the method of mining the hedge algebra-fuzzy association rules and

applying the data compression method for one database. With this approach, adjacent transactions

will be merged into a new transaction. Thus, vertical size of input database is smaller. The algorithm
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we gave has the characteristics: check the original database once in order to form a compressed

database. As the compressed database has small size, we can take the whole database into RAM of

the computer to handle, so it enables to increase the efficiency when mining data. Experiment shows

that this proposed method offers better results compared to others available.

In additions, hedge algebras for items with the same algorithms are used in this paper. In order

to improve the efficiency of mining association rules and to find out the significant rules more than

the ones before, we need to maximum the fuzzy algorithms providing that they are appropriate to

each attribute and assign weights to the attributes.
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